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Motivation and research question 
Approximately 70% of the primary energy use in the European Union is demanded in urban areas 
(Rosales Carreón & Worrell, 2018). This stands in contrast to the small role that cities play in energy 
generation, especially by renewable sources (Groth, Fertner, & Grosse, 2016). Thus, a transformation 
is required that the European Commission initiated with the concept of Positive Energy Districts (PED) 
that shall generate more renewable energy annually than consume, while keeping a neutral CO2 balance 
(JPI Urban Europe, 2020). The current research that aims directly at PEDs from a techno-economic 
perspective is still low and also studies towards related concepts such as net zero energy communities 
do rarely focus on the essential energy balance with the district. Thus, we would like to present our 
newest study that answers the questions of rural vs urban applicability of PEDs and how an hourly 
assessment of the primary energy factor (PEF) for the energy balance adds value to the concept. 

Methodology 
The methodology is a linear programming model that is publicly available and tailored around the energy 
balance for PED assessment. It includes PV power for energy generation, batteries for storage and grid 
connection to supply the load. The novelty is the hourly energy balance that guarantees an annual 
energy positivity of the district. For comparability, grid energy is valued according to the time dependent 
energy generation mix that is transferred to a PEF per time step. 

Results and Conclusions 
Results suggest that a PED is economically and spatially more attractive in an urban environment due 
to the lower energy demand density and higher availability of space for PV power generation. 
Furthermore, while grid power exchange reduction increases the expenses of the PED, it also adds 
flexibility and resilience to the power grid. The novel dynamic balance mechanism introduces flexibility 
to the grid as well as to the PED itself as results show when comparing a high and low renewable energy 
penetrated grid environment (Bruck, Ruano, & Auer, 2021). 
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